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OMET AMERICAS, INC.
1273 Rand Road
Des Plaines, IL 60116
Tel. 847-376-8283 | Fax 847-376-8643
Email: service@ometamericasinc.com
Web: www.ometamericasinc.com

50 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE IN THE INDUSTRY
Our passion for innovation and the inspiration that we receive from 
our customers has allowed us to expand, since the foundation in 1963, 
into a Group of five companies and manufacturing plants in Italy 
with over 280 employees.  OMET world presence is guaranteed by 
three subsidiaries in the world following areas of strong growth like 
the Far East, (OMET SUZHOU in China), Latin America (OMET 
IBERICA based in Spain) and Central and North America (OMET 
AMERICAS in the US), and a large number of qualified interna-
tional agents.  

OMET’s ‘Innovation with Passion’ and  ‘Dedication to Design’ flow 
freely throughout the company, and are fundamental to our proud 
heritage as a technology manufacturer. We continuously strive for 
excellence through our Research & Development, and our history 
tells the story of pioneering ideas and a visionary approach that are 
translated into a high level of experimentation, flexibility of processes 
and materials, and often ground-breaking solutions.

OMET AMERICAS
We have always prided ourselves on the care and attention we give 
our customers and being close to them is our first thought. To better 
follow all the North American and Central American customers we 
felt the necessity to establish a dedicated team of certified engineers 
and service specialists on site to handle service calls, repairs, refurbish-
ments and parts delivery. The continuous flow of information between 
Italy and the United States, and the training program our worldwide 
personnel is requested to attend within short intervals, allow offering 
high levels of assistance and consultancy on technical and commercial 
matters. To improve service even more, the offices have recently (2013) 
moved from the original site in Michigan to a much more strategic 
location in Des Plaines, Illinois.

NARROW AND MID-WEB PRINTING PRESSES
OMET’s printing presses combine ease of use, low wastage levels, 
reliable non-stop operation, and efficiency on short runs. Robustly 
built, and inherently safe to operate, OMET’s machines require little 
maintenance and deliver outstanding performance with a minimum of 

human intervention. The company’s main objective is to offer cus-
tomers multi-technology printing platforms that support their growth, 
boost their efficiency, and can be adapted to suit any changing need. 

Varyflex V2 and XFlex X6 are characterised by high efficiency of 
operation and overall flexibility and can accommodate a great variety 
of jobs with different levels of complexity. They are modular presses 
on which a mix of printing, finishing and converting technologies 
secures all-in-one-pass production with short set-ups and reduced 
waste and fulfils the needs of today’s most demanding customers in the 
label and flexible packaging markets. The XFlex range is completed 
by XFlex X4, a mix of quality and affordability for the printer that 
relies on traditional print cylinders but appreciates the contribution 
of servo motors and of advanced controls like OMET Vision-1, and 
XFlex X2, mechanical press for the printing of labels and unsupported 
films characterised by inner robustness and operational efficiency.

To enter OMET world visit www.archipelagomet.it 
www.facebook.com/OMETSrl 
www.twitter.com/OMETSrl
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